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Abstract: This work presents fabricated silica microstructured optical fiber with special equiangular
spiral six-ray geometry, an outer diameter of 125 µm (that corresponds to conventional commercially
available telecommunication optical fibers of ratified ITU-T recommendations), and induced chirality
with twisting of 200 revolutions per minute (or e.g., under a drawing speed of 3 m per minute,
66 revolutions per 1 m). We discuss the fabrication of twisted microstructured optical fibers. Some
results of tests, performed with pilot samples of designed and manufactured stellar chiral silica
microstructured optical fiber, including basic transmission parameters, as well as measurements of
near-field laser beam profile and spectral and pulse responses, are represented.

Keywords: twisted microstructured optical fiber; chirality; laser beam profile; differential mode
delay; laser-based few-mode optical signal transmission

1. Introduction

Twisted optical fibers have been known since the early 1980s: here the concept of fiber
spinning was originally introduced for the first time in the work of [1], and it is based
on rotation of preform during the fiber drawing [1] or direct spinning of the drawn fiber
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instead of preform [2]. For single-mode optical fibers, the described technique is declared as
the method for polarization mode dispersion (PMD) reduction [1–4], while for multimode
optical fibers, induced chirality (including twisting) is considered as one of the methods
for differential mode delay (DMD), decreasing with total bandwidth improvement [5,6].
Twisted large core optical fibers are associated with great potentiality for applications
in high-power fiber lasers with either active optical fibers with a higher-order mode-
suppression property [7] or optical fibers with improved mode coupling for cladding
pumped devices [8].

Nowadays, twisted microstructured optical fibers (MOFs) are considered as novel
fiber optic elements with great potentiality for various applications in both fiber optic
sensors/sensor networks and telecommunications [9]. The same technique for chirality
induction during MOF drawing was introduced for the first time in 2004 in the work of [10],
and provided significant PMD reduction. At the present time, there are known published
works (both theory and containing practice implementation), declaring twisted MOFs as
polarization-maintaining fiber optic devices with generation optical activity [11–15], fiber
optic probes for strain and twist sensing [16] as well as for current and magnetic field
sensing [17], spectral and mode filters [18], optical tweezers, and optical angular orbital
momentum (OAM)-based telecommunications [19–27].

This work presents fabricated twisted silica MOF with equiangular spiral six-ray
(ESSR) geometry, an outer diameter of 125 µm (that corresponds to conventional commer-
cially available telecommunication optical fibers of ratified ITU-T recommendations), and
induced chirality with twisting of 200 revolutions per minute (or e.g., under a drawing
speed of 3 m per minute, 66 revolutions per 1 m). The first part of the paper is focused on
the manufacturing technique of twisted MOFs following application for fabrication of pilot
samples of the originally designed ESSR-MOF, scaled to 125 µm outer diameter, while the
second part is concerned with theoretical and experimental research of their characteristics.
We report some results of tests, performed for pilot samples of ESSR-MOF, including
basic transmission parameters as well as measurements of near-field laser beam profile
and both spectral and pulse responses. According to the performed series of tests, which
demonstrated low attenuation and the ability to impact differential mode delay, fabricated
pilot samples of ESSR-MOF with induced chirality show good potentiality for utilization in
the various above-mentioned applications of twisted MOFs, which undoubtedly requires
additional future research.

2. Fabrication of Twisted Silica Microstructured Optical Fibers

Manufacturing of chiral (twisted) silica MOF includes the following three steps. The
first two are concerned with MOF stack (preform) and cane (prefiber) fabrication. These
steps do not differ from any other silica MOF stack and cane forming. Here, preliminarily,
by using a drawing tower, microelements (micro-rods and capillaries (micro-tubes), made
of high-purity fused synthetic silica glass with a content of hydroxyl groups less than
1.0 ppm, are drawn. These microelements further will form the internal structure of MOF
cane. In this work we utilized microelements with an outer diameter 1.53 mm. Then
capillaries and micro-rods were mechanically cut into segments of 30 cm long each. Each
side end of the capillaries was melted in the flame of stationary oxyhydrogen torch under
blowing by dried oxygen (hydroxyl group content less 0.2 ppm). After that, capillaries with
melted ends and microrods were short-term (2–3 min) etched in concentrated hydrofluoric
acid with the following chemical cleaning in polar and nonpolar solvents, washed by
distilled water, and further dried in a muffle furnace. The capillaries and micro-rods were
then manually placed inside a high-purity fused synthetic silica glass substrate tube with
content of hydroxyl groups less than 1.0 ppm and an inner diameter of 17 mm, according
to the desired cross-section structure of designed MOF. The final operation of the described
step was melting of the substrate tube end by using thermomechanical machine equipment
of MCVD station to prevent structural rupture of the prepared MOF stack.
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During the second step, MOF cane was drawn. Here the MOF stack was installed in
the feed unit of the drawing tower. Its melted end was driven into the high-temperature
furnace and re-drawn under the control of ratio between the cane drawing speed and
speed of stack feeding to the furnace. We manufactured the MOF cane under the following
process parameters: Stack feeding speed is 10 mm per minute; cane drawing speed is 0.5 m
per minute; and drawing temperature is 1950 ◦C. The main aim of the described stage was
preparation of the desired cross-section structure of MOF by taking into account that air
gaps between capillaries and micro-rods in the stack should be completely melted in the
cane. For this purpose, we additionally utilized vacuuming during the drawing of the cane
from the stack under a pressure of 0.5 atm. Therefore, at the end of step 2, we fabricated
MOF cane with an outer diameter of 3 mm and length 1 m.

After the third step, we designed the MOF with the desired outer diameter, covered
by acrylate coating. During this stage, the fabricated cane was installed into the feed unit
of the drawing tower, then it was driven into the high-temperature furnace and re-drawn
to optical fiber analogously to the above-described previous stage. We utilized the same
approach as the technique, proposed in [1], which is concerned with optical fiber cane
rotation during the drawing process.

Therefore, some modifications of the drawing tower were performed: Here we inte-
grated the stepper motor to the feed unit (Figure 1a), which added a new rotation function
to the drawing system. The maximal rotation speed of the stepper motor is 200 rpm, which
provides chirality of approximately 100 revolutions per meter under the drawing speed 2 m
per minute. An excess pressure was fed into the MOF cane to manage and control capillary
dimensions (air hole relative size defines the number of propagating transversal modes as
well as their transmission parameters (propagation constant, delay, dispersion, attenuation
etc.)). During its propagation, feed gas heats up in the head space of the high-temperature
furnace and expands, which increases the size of the air holes. Therefore, MOF air hole
size is also managed by temperature in the furnace. The implementation of the described
technique is quite simple: Usually, for pressure supply, here a plastic hose with appropriate
size is put on the end of cane. However, in the case of added rotation of the cane (especially,
under the high rotation speed), the hose cannot be used due to its twisting and following
destruction. For this described reason, we developed and fabricated a special fluoroplastic
rotational adapter (Figure 1b–d), which successfully solves three problems at once: (1) it
provides cane rotation during the MOF drawing under the desired speed; (2) connects an
excess pressure hose to the top end of the cane and fixes it without twisting; (3) eliminates
drop of pressure in the space between the hose and the top end of the cane due to sealed
internal space of the rotational adapter.

During the first series of test drawings, we did not feed excess pressure to the cane
capillaries, but gradually increased the temperature from 1880 ◦C to 1890 ◦C with steps of
10 ◦C. As it was expected, the desired microstructure (e.g., longitudinal voids) of fabricated
samples of twisted optical fibers was collapsed due to surface tension forces. Under the
next stage, we fed high-purity argon to the cane capillaries with a pressure of 20 mbar
using the rotational adapter described above. As a result, we have drawn a sample of
chiral optical fiber with the microstructure (longitudinal voids “swelled” due to hot argon
feeding over cane capillaries), however, here the air hole diameter to the pitch ratio was
unacceptably low, about 0.5 and less. Therefore, during the next step, drawing temperature
was increased firstly up to 1890 ◦C, which led to improvement of air hole diameter to the
pitch ratio up to 0.8, while the following set of temperature to 1900 ◦C provided growing
of the above-mentioned ratio up to 0.9. Finally, we successfully fabricated twisted MOF
with the desired air hole diameter to the pitch ratio 0.95 under some increased hot argon
pressure up to 25 mbar and the same drawing temperature 1900 ◦C.
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Figure 1. Modifications of the drawing tower feed unit: (a) top of the feed unit with installed stepper motor, which rotates
a preform under the desired speed; (b) completed and jointed fluoroplastic rotational adapter with installed MOF cane;
(c) the bottom of the feed unit, which chuck holds the rotational adapter and rotates a cane; (d) bottom part of fluoroplastic
rotational adapter (inside), fixed in the feed unit chuck.

Therefore, the presented modifications of the drawing tower (Figure 2) provide fab-
rication of MOFs with induced chirality from 10 revolutions per meter (rotation speed is
20 rpm with MOF drawing speed 2 m per minute) up to 66 revolutions per meter (rotation
speed is 200 rpm with MOF drawing speed 3 m per minute) under a drawing temperature
of 1900 ◦C and excess pressure of 25 mbar. Fabricated MOFs are placed on typical plastic
spools for conventional telecommunication silica optical fibers with a diameter of 15.8 cm.
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3. Twisted Silica Microstructured Optical Fibers with Equiangular Spiral Six-Ray
Geometry

The design of equiangular spiral six-ray geometry ESSR-MOF (Figure 3a) was inspired
by a six-arm alloy wheel. It is supposed that spiral geometry of MOF combined with
induced chirality would improve modal stability. We prepared fiber stack, then redrew
it in the cane with an outer diameter of 2.92 mm (Figure 3b). After that, two ESSR-MOF
samples with lengths of about 20 m each were drawn with induced chirality of 10 and
66 revolutions per meter and were fabricated (Figure 3c). Images of twisted ESSR-MOF
sample fragments are shown in Figure 4a,b. The geometry of fabricated ESSR-MOF is
scaled to an outer diameter 125 µm, which is a typical cladding diameter for conventional
commercially available telecommunication optical fibers, to simplify following connection
to measurement/test equipment.
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The results of near-field measurements of the laser beam profile after propagation
over the fabricated 20-m length ESSR-MOF sample with a chirality of 66 revolutions per
meter, placed on a conventional optical fiber plastic spool with a diameter of 15.8 cm,
under various receiving conditions, are presented in Figure 5. We used single-mode
semiconductor laser source, operating at wavelength λ = 1550 nm. Optical emission,
generated by the laser, was launched to ESSR-MOF via free space by using the focusing
system, containing plane-parallel laser beam former and focusing objective. Optical fiber
end-face precision placement in relation to the focused laser beam was performed by
positioning the stage with micrometer sliders, providing shifting steps of 1 µm in a plane,
perpendicular to the laser beam cross section plane. Here, Figure 5b–d correspond to
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the ESSR-MOF segment with the smallest size air holes (air hole diameter to the pitch
ratio is 0.90—Figure 5a), while Figure 5f–h correspond to the maximal size. We shot
pictures under the following receiving conditions (air hole diameter to the pitch ratio is
0.90—Figure 5e): Figure 5b,f—ESSR-MOF end face is placed in the focus of the camera
lens; Figure 5c—ESSR-MOF end face is placed in the focus of the camera lens; receiving is
performed via phase plate; Figure 5d,g—ESSR-MOF end face is placed out of the focus of
the camera lens; Figure 5h—ESSR-MOF end face is placed out of the focus of the camera
lens, image is focused via outer lens.
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Figure 5. Near-field measurements of laser beam profile (wavelength λ = 1550 nm) under various receiving conditions after
propagation of the manufactured sample of ESSR-MOF with induced chirality of 66 revolutions per meter and length 20 m:
(a–d) the smallest-sized air holes (air hole diameter to the pitch ratio is 0.90); (e–h) the maximal size of air holes (air hole
diameter to the pitch ratio is 0.95); (a,d)—ESSR-MOF end face is placed in the focus of the camera lens; (b)—ESSR-MOF end
face is also placed in the focus of the camera lens, receiving is performed via phase plate; (c)—ESSR-MOF end face is placed
outside the focus of the camera lens; (c,e) ESSR-MOF end face is placed outside the focus of the camera lens; (f)—ESSR-MOF
end face is placed outside the focus of the camera lens, image is focused via outer lens.

4. Attenuation

We measured EESR-MOF attenuation by cutback method over researched wavelength
band λ = 900–1700 nm by using a halogen lamp as a light source, programmable monochro-
mator, germanium photodiode, optical amplifier, and optical power meter. Here lengths
of reference and tested optical fibers were 2 and 20 m, respectively. Spectral curves of
manufactured ESSR-MOF samples with induced chirality are represented in Figure 6a
(10 revolutions per meter) and Figure 6b (66 revolutions per meter), respectively. Here,
for both samples, attenuation over the “C”-band is not more than 2.5 dB/km, while at
λ = 1310 nm, it is less than 3.6 and 5.1 dB/km, respectively.
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hole diameter to the pitch ratio is 0.95); (a,d)—ESSR-MOF end face is placed in the focus of the camera lens; (b)—ESSR-

MOF end face is also placed in the focus of the camera lens, receiving is performed via phase plate; (c)—ESSR-MOF end 

face is placed outside the focus of the camera lens; (c,e) ESSR-MOF end face is placed outside the focus of the camera lens; 

(f)—ESSR-MOF end face is placed outside the focus of the camera lens, image is focused via outer lens.4. Attenuation 

We measured EESR-MOF attenuation by cutback method over researched wave-

length band λ = 900–1700 nm by using a halogen lamp as a light source, programmable 

monochromator, germanium photodiode, optical amplifier, and optical power meter. 

Here lengths of reference and tested optical fibers were 2 and 20 m, respectively. Spectral 

curves of manufactured ESSR-MOF samples with induced chirality are represented in Fig-

ure 6a (10 revolutions per meter) and Figure 6b (66 revolutions per meter), respectively. 

Here, for both samples, attenuation over the “C”-band is not more than 2.5 dB/km, while 

at λ = 1310 nm, it is less than 3.6 and 5.1 dB/km, respectively. 

  

Figure 6. Attenuation of manufactured ESSR-MOF samples with induced chirality: (a) 10 revolutions per meter; (b) 66
revolutions per meter.

5. Analysis of Silica Microstructured Optical Fibers with Equiangular Spiral Six-Ray
Geometry

We scanned the digitalized image of the ESSR-MOF cross-sections of the begin-
ning/end and got the overall dimensions, including the outer diameter and core diameter
of the fiber (Figure 7a,b), as well as sizes of air holes and pitches (Figure 8a,b) of the de-
signed 2d periodic structure of the MOF. These defined and averaged values were utilized
as initial data for further ESSR-MOF analysis, performed by COMSOL Multiphysics: air
hole diameter is 10.36 µm; pitch is 10.90 µm; air hole diameter to pitch ratio is 0.95; and
outer diameter is 125 µm. Results of computation (λ = 1550 nm) in the form of radial-guided
mode field distribution with an enlarged scale of MOF center are shown in Figure 9.
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Here six modes satisfy cut-off conditions, and the consolidated diagram of distribution
of the effective refractive index over those guided modes is represented in Figure 10.
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6. Pulse Response/Differential Mode Delay Measurement

During the next set of reaches, we performed DMD map measurement for manufac-
tured ESSR-MOF of two sample lengths (mentioned above induced chirality with 10 and
66 revolutions per meter) approximately 20 m long each by DMD analyzer workstation
lab kit R2D2 [28,29]. Here the general approach of the ratified standards TIA-455-220-
A/FOTP-220 and IEC 60793-2-10 was utilized, which is concerned with laser-excited
optical pulse response measurements at the tested optical fiber receiving end under preci-
sion offset launching conditions. A simplified block-scheme of the experimental setup for
DMD map measurement under the control of launching conditions is shown in Figure 11;
a general view of the workstation and software R2D2 screenshot are demonstrated in
Figures 12 and 13, respectively.
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“6” is tested optical fiber; “7” is “Rx” pigtail FC/PC; and “8” is “Rx” fiber optic adaptor FC.
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Figure 13. DMD analyzer workstation R2D2 software screenshot: “1” is the reference pulse; “2” is
the pulse response at the output of tested optical fiber; “3” is the amplitude-frequency modulation
response of the reference pulse; “4” is the amplitude-frequency modulation response of the distorted
pulse; and “5” is the resulting sum amplitude-frequency modulation response.

The Fabry-Perot laser diode (LD) “1” generates quasi-Gaussian optical pulse at wave-
length λ = 1310 nm with a full width at a half maximum (FWHM) of about 340 ps. It is
pigtailed by standard single-mode (SM) optical fiber ITU-T Rec. G.652, terminated by
FC/PC connector “2”. Laser-excited optical signal is launched to tested ESSR-MOF via
fiber optic adaptor FC “3” and single-mode pigtail (ITU-T Rec. G.652) “4”, which is spliced
with ESSR-MOF under precision offset by fusion splicer “5” via program “Attenuator”.
Here, parameter “Attenuation” is set to 0, “offset”—to desired value (µm), and “ECF factor”
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(surface tension compensation factor) also is set to 0 to avoid deformations in the heat
zone of the offset fusion splice. The measured spectrum of DMD analyzer LD is shown in
Figure 14. Reference optical signal (measured via short SM patch-cord) with overlapped
Gaussian pulse is represented in Figure 15. The receiver end of the ESSR_MOF sample is
pigtailed by multimode optical fiber (MMF) Cat. OM2+/OM3 with also FC/PC connector.
Therefore, the optical pulse passes to the DMD analyzer receiver “10” from the above-
described pigtailed output ESSR-MOF “7” via fiber optic adaptor FC “8” and also MMF
pigtail FC/PC “9”.
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The results of the DMD map measurement with 1.0 µm intervals of the offset launching
over ranges 0–8.0 µm and 0–14.0 µm are demonstrated in Figure 16. For the weak induced
chirality sample of ESSR-MOF, the optical pulse keeps its envelope without any DMD
distortions over the whole researched offset range, while for ESSR-MOF with twisting,
66 revolutions per meter optical pulse splits under strong offset launching conditions.
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Figure 16. DMD map of 20 m length chiral ESSR-MOF sample: (a) 10 revolutions per meter; (b) 66 revolutions per meter.

We estimated the optical pulse response FHWM by a well-known method [30] for
signal analysis with arbitrary form. Results of the computation of FHWM dependance
on offset are represented in Figure 17. Here weakly chiral ESSR-MOF shows low FWHM
increasing, which is not more than 50 ps, while strongly-twisted ESSR-MOF provides
FHWM growing up to 200–250 ps in comparison with centralized launching conditions. The
described results may imply the potentiality of strong mode mixing and power diffusion
effects with offset improvement.
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For the next series of tests, we modified the setup by placing the spool “11” with
MMF 50/125 (approximately 508 m length) between the ESSR-MOF sample “6” and laser
source “1” of DMD analyzer workstation R2D2 (Figure 18). We considered old generation
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MMF of Cat. OM2 [28,29,31] with strong DMD effect appearance: The pulse splits on two
components under DMD of more than 500 ps after the reference pulse propagation over-
declared MMF of 500 m length. The graded refractive index profile of the above-mentioned
MMF is represented in Figure 19. It differs by great technological defect (dip) in the core
center and local fluctuations of the refractive index, which is one of the main reasons
for pulse splitting at the receiving end due to strong DMD effect occurring. Normalized
distorted pulse response, measured at the output of this 508 m length MMF, is shown in
Figure 20: Here three peaks are detected, while total DMD is 1.14 ns or per-unit length is
2.24 ns/km.
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Figure 20. Optical pulse response at the output of MMF.

One end of the MMF spool is pigtailed by MMF 50/125 pigtail FC/PC (Figure 18),
while another one end is jointed to the tested ESSR-MOF sample “6” via fusion splicer “5”
with precision offset. Figure 21 represents the results of DMD map measurement during
the connection of the described combined link to laser source (“Transmitter” (Tx) end) via
MMF Cat. OM2 spool “11”, and “receiver” (Rx) end—via tested ESSR-MOF “2”. During
the next step, we reversely reconnected the link: ESSR-MOF was installed at the Tx end,
and MMF spool at the Rx end. Results are demonstrated in Figure 22. Analysis of DMD
map measurement results demonstrates a good potentiality of presented ESSR-MOF for
applications in fiber optic devices for selected mode group DMD management: Depending
on the placement of ESSR-MOFs (Tx or Rx end), it is able to impact on the DMD appearance
character as well as the amplitude and/or delay of the particular mode/mode group.
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7. Conclusions

This work presents designed and fabricated samples of new 125-µm silica ESSR-MOFs,
differing by special equiangular spiral six-ray geometry and induced chirality with twisting
10 and 66 revolutions per meter. Some technical aspects of implementation on the practice
technique for twisted MOF manufacturing by rotating the cane during MOF drawing
are reported. We performed numerical analysis for fabricated ESSR-MOF pilot samples
by rigorous numerical finite element method. Here, digitalized MOF end face images
were used as initial data. Numerical analysis of researched ESSR-MOF allowed to detect
six modes, satisfying cut-off conditions, got their radial field distributions and estimated
values of their effective refractive index. We performed a series of tests concerned with
spectral and pulse responses. Here, ESSR-MOF attenuation is less than 2.5 dB/km over the
whole “C”-band for both samples with weak and strong chirality, while at λ = 1310 nm it is
less than 3.6 and 5.1 dB/km, respectively. During the next step, DMD maps were measured,
according to the general approach of ratified standards TIA-455-220-A/FOTP-220 and
IEC 60793-2-10, after the reference pulse propagation over the tested ESSR-MOF sample,
as well as over the combined fiber optic link, containing 500 m length spool of MMF
Cat. OM2 with strong DMD appearance, connected by fusion splicer to ESSR-MOF with
precision offset. Analysis of measured DMD maps demonstrated a good potentiality of
presented ESSR-MOFs for applications in fiber optic devices for selected mode group DMD
management. Depending on the placement of ESSR-MOF (Tx or Rx end) and its chirality
order, it is able to impact on DMD appearance character as well as the amplitude and/or
delay of the particular mode/mode group. However, detailed research of ESSR-MOF
properties under utilization in various applications in measurements/sensors or/and laser
systems, telecommunications etc. require an additional series of tests and experiments in
future works.
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